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natives to steer clear of "good" girls, because they are the ones who back men fastest.

When informed that Ouroborus XXV was also giving a course in heavy fencing to bring in more money for the fraternities, the band leader retained that in such an event she would have to be paid rather than teacher.

Brinda Cnrfine Membership

At this point Bernard Brindis conferred upon Miss Rand, with the usual four centuries of brotherhood, an honorary membership in the society for one year.

The appointments of Daniel G. Bissett, '41, as chairman of Open House committee, and at Cari L. McHill's, '43, as chairman of the Student-Faculty committee were announced by Mengel when the report of the Executive Committee meeting was read. A motion to change the address of the class dace to give more money for activities and men for class functions was approved with very little opposition.

Fund Dispatse Planned

Endorsements gained by the executive committee, which provided for the disposal of all money remaining in the treasury of every graduating class in excess of $500. Approval secured earlier from the union itself Rubberman proposed an amendment to make the money apply only to classes after the Class of 1941.

A few of the officers of the League of Student Chapters of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers at Harvard, shown with Earl Bimson, '41, captain, E. L. Bilson, '43, T. L. Brewer, '41, J. R. Foley, '43, and Z. H. Evans, '41, were acknowledged as representing the entire society for the coming year. Mr. A. Carlson Hendley, '41, while the other executive committee are Robert P. Rich- mond, '42, secretary, and B. Joseph Tunick, '42, treasurer.

Mike Dancer, Professor Charles J. Ford of the Department of Chemistry at Harvard, discussed the organization of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers and Professor Clark F. Robinson of the same department spoke on the "Mathematics of Chemical Engineering for National Defense."